Coach’s Corner
by Larry Wise

I

Preparing for Indoor

can remember driving to the 1984 Milwaukee Sentinel
Sports Show with my friends Jack Cramer, Ron Walker
and Mike Leiter. I also remember that I knew I was going
to win. I was shooting well and was confident that everyone
else was going to miss at least once in 75 arrows. Winning the
Long Island Open several weeks before that, with a perfect
900 on the Vegas three spot target face, may have had something to do with my confident feeling.
The Jennings T-star was the bow I used and I still have it
stored in my archive closet. That bow featured round wheels,
wood-core limbs, wire cables and a 12 strand Dacron string.
We used X7 or XX75 aluminum arrows and my release was
a two finger Stanislawski with a custom handle that fit my
fingers just right. I had a winning combination of equipment
and a lifelong love for shooting indoor spots.
I started shooting spots indoors in 1958 or ’59. Every
Sunday in the winter, our club, the Seven Mountains Archery

Club, shot the old Chicago Round at about 15 yards on the
second floor of the Milroy, Pennsylvania fire house. I was
only 11 or 12 and was happy just to shoot and find all of my
arrows. I did like winning trophies, however and I still have
them in a box in the attic. Those were great days but, alas,
the club no longer exists, even though the memories sure do.
My love of shooting indoor spots still hangs on after all
these years. After all, it’s in the winter that you get to focus on
just you, your bow and a target face. Under these controlled
and near-perfect conditions, you can work systematically to
improve your form and check your progress (or lack thereof )
by the scores you achieve. Shooting at a constant distance
of 20 yards, under nearly the same lighting everywhere and
using the same size of target face, allows you to compare any
one of your rounds to all of the other rounds you shoot; you
don’t always get that when you’re shooting field, target or
3-D archery.
Archers that avoid shooting indoors or think that it is a
waste of time are missing out on a very important opportunity to learn about themselves and their equipment. That
brings us to this article. What about the equipment? What
does it take to shoot well indoors? What does it take to repeat
your performance precisely at 20 yards? What does it take to
build a reliable bow so that when you do get outside in the
spring, you can shoot the same score at triple the distance
and at a target face that is triple the size?

BUILDING THE RELIABLE INDOOR BOW
When arrow speed is not an issue, what characteristics
do you look for in a bow? As previously mentioned, the
main objective of shooting indoor archery is to perfect your

It’s been a long time since I had my 1979 Jennings T-Star out of
storage: about 20 years. It was a great indoor bow with a smooth
round wheel draw stroke and only 60 percent let-off. The grip was
form-fitting but a little higher-wristed than that of my current bow.
I had to work for hours to get that bow tuned but it aimed wonderfully and I could shoot perfect scores with it.

Shooting indoor spots at the Lancaster Archery Classic requires
a high degree of repeat performance out of you and your equipment. Scoring the X-ring at 11 points places the burden on the
shooter to work intelligently and get a setup that groups well at
both the long and short range.
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The PSE Moneymaker was a proven winner on the pro tour but the
newer Freak has a reflex handle, features easy-to-adjust cams and
produces more speed. The Freak, at 40 inches, is the longest bow
that PSE makes, so it is the one I chose for the upcoming indoor
season; it also shoots well at long range.

“repeat performance” capability. Selecting a bow and its
accessories with certain design characteristics is essential to
succeeding in this venture, so here are my thoughts about
what to choose for an indoor bow setup.
AXLE-TO-AXLE LENGTH: I like my indoor bow to be
at least 40 inches long. It takes that for me to get my 31 inch
draw length. It should be obvious that speed is not a concern
when shooting a still target at 20 yards, so short, fast bows
aren’t necessary, though you can still use them. A longer
axle-to-axle distance on a bow has a greater string angle at
the nocking point and allows the peep to be closer to your
eye; that’s something I like. These days, “long” means about
40 inches axle-to-axle.
HANDLE SHAPE: To achieve the best aiming stability,
you should equip your indoor archers with deflex or straight
handle bows. This design feature allows the grip in the handle to be forward of (closer to the target) or in line with the
limb fulcrum points so that your bow hand is pulling those
fulcrum points toward the target instead of pushing them, as
is the case with a reflex handle.
The grip location should be near the vertical center of
the handle. Many short handles have grips well below the
center in order to create a 6 to 7 inch high sight window and
therefore are a little top heavy. Handles with the grip near

Virtually every cam today has a draw-stop post of some type. The
purpose of this is to ensure that the bow is drawn to the exact same
distance on each and every shot. Problems arise when the draw
length of the bow doesn’t match the archer’s most efficient holding position. This leads to archers using more muscle than needed
and/or using muscles inefficiently, which increases fatigue and
reduces long term consistency.

the center or just below the center are well balanced top-tobottom and are easy to stabilize with a simple front stabilizer
and short back rod.
CAM DESIGN: No manufacturers make pure round
wheels anymore. Instead, they all make cams with a hard
“stop post” built into the end of the draw stroke. Virtually all
compound bows have a hard wall or stop design, unlike the
bows back in the 80s.
From my experience coaching beginners and intermediate archers, I can point out that most of them have difficulty learning to shoot against the stop. This difficulty relates
to when they hit the cam-stop and how they manage from
that point on in their shot sequence. Most, 70 percent, have
the draw length of their bow set too short, which results in
these shooters drawing until they feel the bow hit the stops
and then improperly “squeeze” into the short draw length. In
this “squeezed” position, the skeleton is poorly positioned,
causing them to generate far too much muscle tension at full
draw and, consequently, become subject to excessive shooting inconsistency.
Proper holding position allows your student/customer
to draw a bow to their proper and efficient holding position first. Then and only then should they be able to feel the

The straight edge in these pictures shows you the difference between the deflex riser (left) and the reflex riser. I always preferred the
deflex design because I felt it was more stable to aim. The reflex risers carry the market now because of the speed advantage they offer
through their 2 to 3 inch longer draw stroke. In other words, the arrow is on the bowstring longer and thus gains more propulsion from
the bow. Learning proper bow hand position is essential to gaining the accuracy needed to hit an X-ring repeatedly.
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Bowstring and cable materials are critical ingredients to good
bow performance. The major part of performance is, of course,
accuracy. BCY materials provide top-level consistency and grouping ability. Finding the best grouping combination for your own
strings and cables takes a little time but pays big dividends at the
target.

cam-stop. This technique generates far less muscle tension
and allows the beginner or intermediate archer to execute
the shot with the proper amount of muscle tension in only
the muscles needed, not every muscle in their upper body.
Again, this is where you as a dealer must stress form
first and encourage your indoor archers to use and properly
adjust equipment that will help them establish and develop
good shooting form. Getting the draw length correctly set for
them is critical to consistent shooting. I will say more later
on proper holding position.
STRING MATERIAL: Most indoor shooters use string
materials like BCY Dynaflight 8190, 452X and BCY-X for
their bowstrings these days. These materials have low stretch
characteristics and high durability, which makes them perform consistently. They are also faster but don’t let that be
your guide to selecting string material. The top priority for
everything you do in bow tuning and bow building for indoor
(or outdoor) archery is to optimize arrow groups in the target. I use 452X for my PSE Moneymaker cables and 8190 for
the bowstring. This combination is the one that produces the
best groups out of my bow; I know because I’ve tried all the
combinations and the differences were significant.
Check factory recommendations but try different string
materials until you get the best and most consistent groups.
I suggest doing this at 40 yards for your indoor setup. I stress
this testing with all of my archery students; test your indoor
arrows and setup at 40 yards because if you don’t get good
groups there, you won’t get them at 20 yards either. Your
indoor score is not built on what happens on your best shots.
Your score is built on what happens on your 10 worst shots

and if your setup is packing tight groups at 40 yards, then
those 10 worst shots during an indoor round will have the
best chance of hitting the X-ring.
Not only must you get the string material working consistently but you must also get the nock fit right. You must
help your shooters get the string and serving combination
that fits their nocks properly so that the nock snaps on but
returns to its original shape and slides up and down the
string with a little push. The nock is too loose if it slides freely
on the string and too tight if the nock “ears” remain spread
apart after it snaps on.
I find that 22 strands of Dynaflight 8190 plus #18 center
serving fits most .098 inch nocks just right. Building your
own strings is a real bonus when it comes to getting the right
nock fit; if it is not right, you can change the serving diameter
or add/subtract some strands to a remake.
BOW GRIP DESIGN: The archery shot begins and ends
with bow hand placement on the bow grip. The bow hand is
the first body part to contact the bow and remains in contact
with the bow as the arrow leaves the bowstring and crosses
the arrow rest. That makes the bow handle grip section a
vital component because if the hand cannot be placed on
the grip in a torque-free position, then consistency and
accuracy are compromised.
As a coach, you, the dealer, must teach that the bow
hand must be placed on the bow grip as if the archer were
making a “stop” sign toward the target. This allows only the
thumb pad to contact the bow grip and positions the knuckles at a 45 degree angle to the handle. When the archer learns
to completely relax their fingers, then and only then can they
have torque-free hand placement that results in maximum
shooting consistency.
When the large
knuckles of the hand
are at a 45 degree
angle, it should be
obvious to everyone
that the index finger
knuckle is higher than
the thumb knuckle.
The question then
becomes “Does your
bow’s grip design
accommodate your
hand anatomy?” From
what I see in current
bow design, almost
all manufacturers are
aware of proper bow
hand fit and have
designed the grip sections of their products
so that the arrow shelf
The grip section of any bow is critical to how well the archer interfaces with the bow handle. The knuckles of a properly placed bow
hand will be at a 45 degree angle to the handle, making the index
knuckle higher than the thumb knuckle. A good grip design will
have an elevated arrow shelf (left) to allow space for this knuckle
and avoid the torque caused by excessive knuckle contact.
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on the index finger side is elevated compared to the thumb
side. In many cases, the index-side shelf is also angled more
vertically upward.
Guide your customer/student to a handle design that
properly accommodates the bow hand and you and they will
both reap the benefits.
DRAW LENGTH: Getting the draw length correctly set is
the first big step in bow tuning. For this point, it’s important
to remember that a shooter’s full draw or holding position
determines the draw length he or she needs from the bow.
The standard I always use is set forth in the National Training
System for Compound: the archer is in proper holding
position when his or her holding forearm is directly in line
with the arrow. The drawing arm must be an extension of
the arrow to ensure the proper shoulder position, shoulder
blade position and transfer of the holding into the back
muscles. If not, then the body will perform inconsistently
and scoring will suffer.
Drawing short of this arrow line may feel good for a few
days or a few weeks but eventually, the added arm muscle
tension needed to shoot a short-draw bow will take its toll
on performance. The same is true for shooting a bow that is
too long. For the best long-term results, get your student’s
body position correct first and then adjust the bow’s draw
length to fit the shooter. It’s all about repeating performance.
Using the optimum amount of muscle tension in the proper
muscles is how that is achieved.
THE SIGHT PICTURE: A very important part of indoor
archery is the visual image you have of the target. It must be

clear and magnified enough to show aiming stability and the
proper amount of the target. If any of these attributes is missing, you won’t see the target well enough to get comfortable
and consistent. Don’t forget that each archer has a different
comfort level for his or her sight picture. Some can handle
more magnification while others cannot, so encourage
your shooters to experiment with different magnification
scope lenses.
Clarity comes from choosing a quality scope lens with
6 or 7 power magnification. What I recommend is the lens
magnification that shows the red and gold of a 40 centimeter
indoor target or blue and white rings on a NFAA five spot
target. If all you see is gold, you have too much magnification
and you’ll see too much of your movement and get overly
anxious and stressed about aiming; it will interrupt your
comfort zone. If your lens magnifies too little, you won’t be
demanding enough with your aiming.
Some archers like to use a clarifier lens to attain clarity. Most nearsighted folks find this helpful but I, being
farsighted, have found that I don’t need this extra lens in
the peep sight to have a clear image. Remember that each
lens reduces the amount of light that passes through. I know
many people who got to a big tournament only to find they
couldn’t see the target. It’s best to prepare in low-light conditions when setting up your scope and peep combination.
Get it right for low light and you’ll be prepared for any tournament situation.
Another pitfall archers encounter is choosing a peep
aperture that is too small. Again, this reduces the amount of

Optional Blue Burst
light illuminates tapes in
ground blinds.
Magnifier allows for
adjustments to the
¼ yard!

• Industry’s most accurate sight tape
system now reaches out to 100 yards
• Wheel-forward design is ideal for mounting one-piece quivers
• The first Optimizer ever with built in 2nd and 3rd axis adjustment
• Interchangeable wheels make changing tapes easier than ever before
• Also available with a 4” to 8” dovetail (TE-5519)

KP-5519
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The magnification of the scope lens and the size of the peep aperture are important components of an indoor setup. If the power is too
weak or too strong, your eye can’t have a relaxed view of the target center. The peep aperture must allow enough light through that in
low-light conditions, you will still have a good view of the target spot; you can’t hit what you can’t see.

light coming through the sight system and makes it difficult
to see in low light. For that reason, I never use the smallest
peep available. I recommend the next larger size, 3/64 of an
inch, combined with the magnification and anti-glare lens
coating that get the clarity you need for indoor archery.
The reticle choice is always a simple one for me: the
circle. I’ve tried the dot and others but my eye naturally centers the circle around the gold of the target, so I recommend
it to everyone. I like the circle large enough to fit around the
outside of the nine ring so I can see through it to the gold or
white center spot. The aiming circle reticle allows me to see
aiming drift in any direction and the older I get, the bigger
the circle I seem to need.
I never aim at the 10 ring; I look through my aiming ring
to the gold and the ring naturally centers itself. I think it’s

important to look at and focus your vision on the point you
want to hit and not anything else. Your follow-through will
be directed toward the point of your vision focus, so focus
on the center spot.
ARROW SELECTION: Many think that choosing arrows
for indoors is easy; just think big! However, be careful of
recommending the biggest shaft available. No shaft can help
you score well if it doesn’t group well; big shafts, like any
other shaft, will miss big when they don’t fly well.
Years ago, I shot my best scores with 1816 or 2013 aluminum arrows, round wheels, Dacron string and wire cables
but with today’s
equipment, I’ve
had to change
shafts. I still use
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As an archer with farsighted vision correction, I don’t need any lens in my peep
sight to make a clear target image through
my 7x scope lens. Those with other types
of correction may want to try various clarifier lenses in their peep sight to establish a
clearer image. Just remember that you may
never get a perfectly clear image but you
don’t need that to enable your eyes to relax
and avoid the “aim perfect” type of mental
focus.
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I fletch all of my target and hunting arrows with the same lefthelical clamp and jig. The purpose of using arrow fletching is to
provide air resistance on the back of the arrow in order to stabilize
its flight and increase accuracy. Installing the fletching straight on
the shaft minimizes that stabilizing effect, so always use angled
fletching: the more the better.

The launcher style rest is by far the most widely chosen rest for
target archery. A spring steel blade has high durability and the
flawless memory needed to shoot X-rings at a high rate. Eightyfive percent of the shooters at the Lancaster Archery Classic used a
launcher of some kind. The launcher is a great place for beginners
and intermediates to develop their indoor skills.

test them at 40 yards and if they group there, they will group
at 20 yards.
ARROW REST SELECTION: If you recommend paper
testing to your indoor shooters, be sure not to frustrate them
by insisting they shoot perfect holes, since that’s not always
possible. Some arrow types and some arrow rests won’t
always give a “bullet” hole. I look for a hole that is not more
than 1/2 of an inch high or high-left, with clean, crisp vane
slices. If the vane slices aren’t crisp, then the arrow is not stabile when passing through the paper and some adjustments
are needed to the arrow size, point weight or arrow rest.
Arrow rest selection is quite simple for indoor archery.
I count arrow rests at the Lancaster Archery Indoor Classic
and find that each year, about 85 percent use a launcher style
arrow rest while about 10 percent use a drop-away. With this
information, I feel safe in recommending a launcher rest.
Keep it simple and start with a .010 inch thick launcher
tilted at about 30 to 35 degrees from horizontal and a

the same rule for selecting the best shaft for 20 yards: I shoot
all the arrows I own at 40 yards and choose the arrow size
that groups the best.
Select arrows by grouping ability and not by size. Any
mid-range distance will do as long as you recommend
testing for groups at a distance longer than 20 yards. Tell
your indoor shooters to test several sizes to find what size
makes the best groups. If that’s a 2314 aluminum or a .288
inch diameter carbon shaft, then they should use it. I’ve
shot 2413-XX75 aluminum shafts better than bigger ones
like the 2613 and the 2712. Right now, I shoot the Carbon
Express CXL-150 shaft because it groups the best at longer
ranges; in fact, I use it for field archery. Remember, your 10
best shots won’t win indoor tournaments. It’s the 10 rough
shots that still hit the 10 ring that make
the difference.
Fletching size is not that critical.
I’ve used 1.75 or 2 inch vanes for most
of my good scores. Three, 4 or 5 inch
feathers also work well but you must still
test from an intermediate distance, like
40 yards, to find what groups the best.
Regardless of size, be sure to fletch your
arrows with a helical clamp and lots
of angle, as more air resistance creates
quicker arrow stabilization.
If you have archers participating
in World Archery indoor tournaments,
then the largest arrow size allowed is the
2315 aluminum, 93 millimeter diameter
or approximately .366 of an inch. To
take best advantage of this rule and the
2315, many test a wide variety of point
DEAD LEVEL HUNTER
weights to get the best groups. Test point
weights from 100 to 250 grains to find
������ �� ������� ��������� - 570.658.1069 - �����������������.���
the best grouping combination. Again,
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nocking point set at 1/4 of an inch above level. Try a .012
inch thick launcher next and use the launcher that yields the
best groups.
Further tuning may be needed with the nocking point
location. Raising and lowering the nocking point and testing for groups are recommended. Your shooters can do this
from 20 or 40 yards and find what is most reliable for them. I
especially like to do this while shooting scoring rounds at 20
yards, compare targets and scores and then make a determination for my final setting.
What I always look for in my indoor setup is getting lessthan-perfect shots to go in the middle. Some arrow and rest
combinations help with this and some don’t. Trying different combinations is the only way to find the most “forgiving”
setup for any given individual.
D-LOOP INSTALLATION: How you attach the D-loop to
the bowstring is a big part of bow tuning. There are at least
six ways to prepare the loop on the string but the two most
popular seem to be a loop tied directly over and under the
nock and a nock locator tied under the nock, with the loop
attached under it and directly over the nock. The one to use
is the one that yields the best groups. Winners have the highest score and your shooters must do whatever it takes with
their equipment, including the D-loop, to get the best groups
and their best scores.
STABILIZERS: Aiming is vitally important to how one
stabilizes a bow but it is not the only consideration. When
the bowstring is released, it takes about .015 seconds for the
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string to launch the
arrow from the bow
system. During this
time, when the bowstring and arrow are
moving toward the
target, the bow handle is moving in the
opposite direction
(for every action
there is an equal
and opposite reaction), into the bow
hand. It’s impor- The D-loop installed on the bowstring
tant that the handle to trap the nock is the best way to reach
make this move your highest accuracy level. There are lots
without changing of methods for tying the loop around the
position relative nock and the one shown here is the simplest and a good place to start. Using nock
to the arrow, since locators above and below the nock and
torque in any direc- inside the loop offers you some ways to
tion will adversely experiment.
affect the flight of
the arrow and its impact point in the target.
My work with Dead Center Archery Products of Beaver
Town, Pennsylvania and its Pro Bow Balancer involved some
high-speed video of bows with various stabilizer combinations. The results of that work and the experience of owner
Todd Reich have led me to a very basic and sound starting
point for dynamic balance. Begin with the long forward-facing rod and short back-facing rod balanced so that the long
rod tips downward at approximately 45 degrees; remember
that the bow hand is pressing into the handle slightly below
the center. Then adjust the short rod closer to or further from
the bowstring until the bow is left-right balanced.
The outcome of this balance will result in the bow
handle moving back into the bow hand while remaining in
its vertical attitude. Too much tip weight will make the bow
pitch downward while too little tip weight will allow the
bow to pitch upward with the arrow still on the bowstring.
Following that first action, the reaction of the bow handle
should be straight outward, toward the target, without any
sideways or vertical movement.
A proper bow hand and proper stabilization allow the bow
to repeat its performance with minimal human interference.
FINE-TUNING DRAW LENGTH: A coach can get an
archer into full draw position visually. He can get the shooter’s drawing forearm in line with the arrow shaft but the
shooter must fine-tune that full draw position. To do this,
the shooter must make fine adjustments to the bow’s draw
length by adding a twist or two to the cables and/or string
or lengthening or shortening the D-loop. Recording these
adjustments is a must; I’ve had to return to previous settings
too many times to not keep good records of what I’ve done.
One twist on one cable can make the bow aim and group
better, so shooters have to search thoroughly through different draw length settings to get the best setting.
FINE-TUNING WHEEL TIMING: Anyone shooting a
compound bow needs to be concerned about wheel timing.
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CONCLUSION
Encourage your customer-students
to begin with a basic setup, as described
earlier in this article. I know you and your
customers see lots of professionals using
big arrows and non-standard stabilizers
but you must keep in mind that the pros
have highly developed skills.
The Port Royal Speedway is only 2
miles from my house, so I grew up watching sprint cars with big wings and wide
tires. However, at my driving skill level, I
sure wouldn’t try those tires or wings on
my Honda CR-V. After all, I don’t have the
skill, I don’t go that fast and I don’t like
Placing weights on a bow to stabilize it goes back many years. My Hoyt Pro-Medalist hitting fences with my car.
recurve from 1962 had weights on the top and bottom of the handle riser. Today, I see
Begin with the basics, build your skill
lots of stabilizer combinations but I recommend that you stay basic and that means a level and, when you get good enough,
long front rod with a small weight and a short back rod plus weights. The overall balance
should result in the long rod being pitched about 45 degrees down, with the short rod experiment with other setups on your
bow.
moved outward from the bowstring to establish an equal left-right balance.
Keep well; shoot straight.
Larry
Everyone needs to test different wheel timings to get the
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise’s latest book, “Larry Wise on
best from their bow. Single cam, twin cam, hybrid cam and
binary cam bows have “sweet spots” when it comes to wheel Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilarollover and draw length settings. Your particular bow may tion of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Wise has
written and it can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or
be slightly different from others like it.
With single cam bows, you find the sweet spot when you through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
adjust the draw length. That’s when you get the wheel, string
and cable system working at its best. Most single cams have
guide marks on the cam to help you get the wheel rotated
to perform at its very best. From there, you can adjust the
D-loop to make further changes to the draw length.
Hybrid cams have two different cables: the power cable
and a control cable. These cables need to be twist-adjusted
for timing to get the very best results.
I keep a log of the twists I add to or subtract from the
control cable and the power cable. I also record how the
bow aims and groups as I make these adjustments in case I
have to return to settings that worked better than the most
recent setting.
These adjustments take time and patience. Remember,
most indoor archers make lots of good shots and it’s the few
rough ones that go in the middle that make the difference.
CHOOSING A RELEASE AID: You know what I’m going
to say here: train with a back tension release aid every week
and all year long. Use whatever you want to in a tournament
or for league scores but at the very minimum, train three
times every week with a back tension release aid. Learn to
use your body correctly and reinforce it regularly and you’ll
get long-term consistency and minimize the “slumps” that
come to everyone if they shoot for very long.
Beyond that, I recommend a release aid that allows the
archer to keep a relaxed and straight release wrist. A straight
wrist is the prerequisite to a relaxed forearm. Reducing tension in the drawing arm leads to more consistency and that
begins with a relaxed hand and forearm.
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